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HOMES
THE owners

LAKESIDE LUXURY
An initial plan often alters, evolving as
better ideas or obstacles spring up making the ability to adapt imperative

Callerton Kitchens’ tall cupboard units in Valencia gloss
with walnut trim frame the main appliances while comprising
excellent extra storage for crockery and books.

This five-bedroom
country house, with
its own lake on the
outskirts of Aberdeen,
is owned by pharmacist
Sinead Stenhouse and
her husband. They live
at the property, built
on the site of a former
mansion in 1957 and
surrounded by woodland,
with their three children,
two cats and dog.

Hardwearing and easy-to-maintain Corian
was used for the island worktops, which
are complemented by an elegant walnut
side panel and are perfectly centred in
relation to the cupboards on the back
wall. One island incorporates a sink and
features a raised upstand and sill area, while
the other features a breakfast bar and is
flanked by a contemporary seating area.
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These minimalist, translucent pendant lights hanging over the
breakfast bar by the Westin ceiling mounted extractor allow the
light from the outside to bounce around the room unhindered.
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reativity, flexibility and adaptability are said to
be the hallmarks of a good design company,
along with a host of other traits. So, the owners
of this countryside home made the right
choice appointing Denmore Kitchen Studio
to install their dream Callerton kitchen.
“We moved into our house in September 2014
and the kitchen was small, dark and at the back of
the house,” recalls Sinead Stenhouse. “We wanted
a much bigger kitchen for our family, which
was open plan and good for entertaining too.”
Michael Grant, senior designer for Denmore
Kitchen Studio, adds, “When they first came
into the showroom with a set of plans,
the intention was to extend the living
room into a kitchen dining/living space,
doing away with the original kitchen.”
However, after consulting with the couple’s architect,
it was decided instead to knock two rooms at the
side of the house into one and extend the area
to provide a new zone framed by floor to ceiling
glass to take in views of the impressive garden.

“The twin island
has turned out to be
one of the best features
of the kitchen. It allows
space for all the family to
take part at the same time
in preparation of meals.”
Sinead Stenhouse, homeowner
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THE designer

“The most valuable piece of advice I would give
a client is to plan well in advance. Projects will
always run far smoother if everyone involved
knows what is happening from the outset.”
Mike Grant, senior designer,
Denmore Kitchen Studio
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“The kitchen was moved to the side of the house
where large, full-length windows have allowed
amazing views of the mature garden and lake.”
Sinead Stenhouse, homeowner
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“Denmore kitchen company was recommended
to us by a friend” says Sinead. “When we spoke
with Mike, he was very good at listening to
what we wanted but also gave us new ideas
and suggestions, which we took on board to
create this magnificent design we have today.”
The couple wanted a spacious kitchen and
dining area that flowed seamlessly from the
front door and hallway, comprising two parallel
islands. The brief was for a minimalistic look
with lightly coloured units and walnut wood
to complement traditional features elsewhere,
including a curved walnut staircase.
The light and airy kitchen is housed in a
newly created 50 metres squared area
that takes in stunning views of the mature
garden through floor to ceiling glass.

Sinead explains, “We had seen a kitchen in
Ireland which utilised an unusual twin island
and we felt this would be an effective layout
to allow maximum movement throughout
the area without splitting the room in two,
which we believed a single island would do.”
The owners wanted plenty of storage and worktop
space with built-in cooking appliances at body height
and a breakfast bar seating three people. The wish list
included a large fridge, walk-in larder, and a hot tap
and washing liquid dispenser. They chose Callerton
cupboard units because they are “solid throughout”.
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While the couple knew what they wanted
from the outset, the scheme wasn’t simple.
“Probably the most challenging part of this
project was due to the fact that we never
knew exactly what the finished size of room
was going to be,” remembers Mike.
“It wasn’t until the builder started working and
knocking bits of wall down that we could tell how
much framing and insulation would be required
to comply with regulations. For this reason, the
position, size, depth of the islands and tall bank
of units had to be changed several times. I knew
that Callerton’s product was pretty much bespoke
and that we could overcome this problem
but the drainage, extraction and electrical
positions also had to be changed each time.”
In spite of the uncertainty, the kitchen is a
total success. Mike’s favourite feature from a
working point of view is the raised area at the
back of the sink, while Sinead sums up, “We

actually love it all; each part has a purpose and
it meets our daily requirements. We spend much
time now in the kitchen and it is definitely a
great social space for family and friends.”

THE details

Kitchen design by Mike Grant, senior designer at
Denmore Kitchen Studio. denmorekitchens.co.uk
Callerton kitchen in Valencia gloss with walnut
side panels and trims. callerton.co.uk
Featuring Corian Linen worktops with
integrated Corian sink. corian.co.uk
Neff built-in appliances. neff-home.com
Quooker hot water tap. quooker.co.uk
Westin ceiling mounted extractor. westin.co.uk
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